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Position Green, the Nordic leader in ESG software and advisory services, 
announces the appointment of Nawar Alsaadi as a new member to its 
advisory board.

”We are very pleased to welcome Nawar Alsaadi to our advisory board,” said Joachim 
Nahem, Executive Chairman and Co-founder, Position Green. ”His expertise in 
sustainable investments will be invaluable as we continue on our mission to 
revolutionize how businesses integrate sustainability.”

Mr Alsaadi has held several senior ESG-related roles during his career: Chief Impact 
Officer at ScopeFour Capital, Senior Portfolio Manager ESG Investing at Canada Post 
Pension Plan, and Director of ESG Insights at ethical investment firm, NEI 
investments, among other executive and advisory roles. With over fifteen years of 
experience in the area of sustainable investments, Mr Alsaadi will play a central role 
in guiding Position Green towards impactful initiatives and strategic growth outside 
the Nordics.

“I am privileged to become part of Position Green’s distinguished advisory board. As 
sustainability reshapes the business landscape of the 21st century, the ability of 
companies and investors to adeptly manage and utilize sustainability data will set 
them apart. Position Green’s combined offering of cutting-edge ESG software and 
expert sustainability advice uniquely qualifies it as the indispensable partner in this 
global business transformation” says Nawar Alsaadi. 

As a member of the advisory board, Mr Alsaadi will collaborate with Position Green’s 
leadership team to provide strategic guidance, foster partnerships, and drive
 impactful initiatives that address pressing corporate sustainability challenges.

About Position Green

Position Green is the Nordic leader in 
ESG software and advisory services, 
dedicated to helping businesses 
integrate sustainability into their core 
operations. Our innovative solutions 
and expert guidance enable companies 
to achieve their sustainability goals 
and create lasting impact. At the start 
of 2024, Position Green has offices in 
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, the UK, the 
US, and Belgium. 
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